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About This Content

For the first time in SpellForce, you play not as the hero to tell his story, but rather as one of the NPCs. The stories of the
scenarios are set before Faith in Destiny and are briefly mentioned there. The scenarios pick up these discussions of their past

and tell these stories in detail.

The Golden Fool
Ever since Amun Kar invented the game of stones Drakkar, there has been a legend of the golden fool, a stone that was created
only once, and defeats every other stone. After Carla was defeated in Shadow Wars, she risks everything to find that stone to

regain her reputation as Drakkar champion. The search begins in the Tuscari Desert, but she soon realizes that she isn't the only
one looking for the fool. A bitter battle for the golden fool soon arises...

Key Features

 Play as Carla the Drakkar champion and search for the golden fool

 At least 4 hours of genuine SpellForce feel in the Tuscari Desert

 Experience an exciting and mysterious story around the mini-game Drakkar. Ascend to the throne of Drakkar players.

 70 % RPG and 30 % RTS with lots of puzzles and tricky situations
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Title: SpellForce 2 - Faith in Destiny Scenario 2: The Golden Fool
Genre: RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Mind Over Matter Studios
Publisher:
THQ Nordic
Franchise:
SpellForce
Release Date: 18 Jan, 2013

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:Win XP, Vista, Win7

Processor:Intel Pentium ® IV 1.5 GHz

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:3D graphics card with 128 MB RAM (compatible with GeForce 4 Ti or higher)

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:5 GB HD space

English,German
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As good as the first scenario. The story is nothing incredible, but it's fun to play.. Nice mix between strategy and rpg game,
sometimes it can be realy hard even in normal mode. dont forget to save all the time. it can happen that bugs are a reason to
restart an island allover again so its goodto have as many save games as possible. the graphics are out of this time but its a dlc for
an old game so dont expect something better. Over all i like it but the dlc doesnt bring you something too special. Nice to play
but way to expensive to buy it single. consider buying the full collectors edition.. Game breaking bug in the main quest: if you
kill the clans base before you receive the quest, the game is stuck.
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